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A Hamiltonian approach is applied to a plasma physics problem. A conservative oscillator
admits a Hamiltonian invariant, which can be used to determine the approximate solution.
The solution procedure is of deceptive simplicity and the insightful solutions obtained are
of high accuracy.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A problem of some importance in plasma physics concerns an electron beam injected into a plasma tube where the
magnetic field is cylindrical and increases towards the axis in inverse proportion to the radius. The beam is injected parallel
to the axis, but the magnetic field bends the path towards the axis. The beam first crosses the axis at a distance L from the
point of entry, as shown in Fig. 1 [1].
The governing equation for the path u(x) of the electrons is [1,2]
u′′ + c
u
= 0, (1)
with initial conditions
u(0) = A, u′(0) = 0, (2)
where c is a constant for a given magnetic field.
The Hamiltonian approach has proven to be a very effective and convenient way of handling nonlinear problems [3]. A
conservative oscillator admits a Hamiltonian invariant [4], which can be used to determine an approximate solution [3,4].
In this paper we will apply the Hamiltonian approach to obtain an approximate analytical solution for a plasma physics
problem.
2. The Hamiltonian approach
Its Hamiltonian can be easily obtained; it reads [3]
H = 1
2
u′
2 + c ln u. (3)
Integrating Eq. (3) with respect to t from 0 to T/4, we obtain
H¯(u) =
∫ T/4
0
[
1
2
u′
2 + c ln u
]
dt. (4)
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Fig. 1. Qualitative sketch of the path of an electron beam injected into a long cylindrical plasma tube with a nonuniform axial magnetic field.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the approximate solution with the numerical solution.
Considering the initial conditions, we assume that the solution of Eq. (1) can be expressed as u = A cosωt . Substituting it
into Eq. (4), we have
H¯(u) =
∫ T/4
0
[
1
2
A2ω2 sin2 ωt + c ln(A cosωt)
]
dt
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=
∫ π/2
0

1
2
A2ω sin2 θ + c
ω
ln(A cos θ)

dθ
= π
8
A2ω + c
ω
∫ π/2
0
ln(A cos θ)dθ. (5)
According to the Hamiltonian approach [3], we set
∂
∂A

∂H¯
∂(1/ω)

= −π
4
Aω2 + cπ
2A
= 0. (6)
Therefore, we can easily obtain the following approximate frequency–amplitude relationship:
ω =
√
2c
A
. (7)
According to Eq. (7), we can obtain the following approximate solution:
u = A cos
√
2c
A
t

. (8)
In order to verify the correctness of the periods obtained, we consider a special case, c = 1. The comparison of the approx-
imate solution, Eq. (8), with the numerical solution is illustrated in Fig. 2, showing a good agreement.
3. Conclusion
The Hamiltonian approach, which has proved to be a powerful mathematical way to find an approximate analytical
solution for a plasma physics problem, can be easily extended to other plasma physics problems. Comparison of the results
obtained with numerical ones shows that the approximate solutions are accurate and valid for the whole solution domain,
and the method is very convenient and effective.
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